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"Swimmer" 
Oil on Linen Canvas 
12"H x 9"W 
 
“Just received the 
portrait. It looks 
amazing!   Exactly 
what I had 
envisioned and a 
profile and image I 
will miss seeing 
again. Now it is 
timeless." 
- Eric B, Scarsdale NY 
 

This commissioned portrait of a college athlete was a surprise graduation gift from her parents. The goal 
was to capture a young woman in peak physical condition, confident and looking ahead to the future and 
to serve as a lasting reminder of her ivy league competitive swimming career. It took several iterations 
before I received approval to go ahead with the final composition and I enjoyed the collaborative process 
working to realize the parents’ vision.  
 
The 3/4 portrait depicts the swimmer in a black tech suit and swim cap. Her face is in profile gazing 
directly into the distance as she stands poised next to a competition swimming pool. It is late in the day, 
the sky has hints of setting sun, the outdoor stadium lights have just been turned on and the water glows 
with the last afternoon rays. A string of red and gray banners balance the diagonals of the floating lane 
markers. I used a simplified color palette to keep the focus on the swimmer emphasizing skin tones by 
setting them against contrasting blues and adding depth to the black swim suit with purple and gray 
highlights. Positioning the figure on the left leaves room for the viewer to wonder -what is she looking at 
with that steely gaze -and to create their own narrative. 
 
I love to depict my subjects in their natural settings surrounded by what they love best. Portraits are done 
from photographs with oil on canvas and typically take 2 - 4 months to complete and to allow time for the 
paint to dry.  
 
This artwork is one-of-a-kind authentic, original artwork. All copyright and reproduction rights are reserved 
by Emily Gilman Beezley 
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